“The ‘American Alien’…is neither a refugee, nor, at any time, an enemy alien. He is, in reality, an immigrant – a product of American history.”

The Enemy Alien Files: Hidden Stories of World War II

This traveling exhibition presents the experience of Italians, Germans and Japanese immigrants in the US and from Latin America during WWII. It explores the treatment of over 31,000 “enemy aliens,” including their exclusion, forced removal, internment, use in prisoner exchanges, and deportation.

Produced by the National Japanese American Historical Society, the Japanese Peruvian Oral History Project, the Italian American Studies Association / Western Regional Chapter, the German American Internee Coalition.

Funded in part from the Japanese Confinement Sites Grant, administered by the National Park Service.

www.njahs.org/enemy_alien_files/
For more info: enemyalienfiles@gmail.org